IT MAKES “CENTS” TO BREED IN IOWA!
Iowa offers one of the top breeding and racing incentive programs in the country, and Iowa State University has the stallions to help you capitalize!

FORMIDABLE
Sky Mesa - Santaria, by Star de Naskra
• A five-time winner and Grade 2-placed son of Grade 1 winner and top 2yo sire SKY MESA (lifetime progeny earnings of nearly $50 million)
• Out of the four-time graded stakes-placed STAR DE NASKRA mare Santaria, who also produced Grade 2 winner AIR COMMANDER and multiple graded stakes winner and successful sire MEDALLIST
2018 Fee: $1,500
Considerations for multiple mares

NEWPORT
More Than Ready - Secretly, by Secretariat
• Son of Grade 1 winner and leading sire MORE THAN READY (stands for $60,000 with progeny earnings of nearly $90 million)
• Out of the Grade 2-placed SECRETARIAT mare SECRETLY
2018 Fee: $1,500
Considerations for multiple mares
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Both are Iowa accredited stallions and nominated to the Iowa Stallion Stakes